Japanese Hospitality - September Program of Events -

We are once again hosting more events that highlight the unique aspects of Japan to enable travelers from overseas to experience our culture and encourage them to visit us again.
In September, these will include opportunities to dress in yukata (light kimono) alongside displays of obi (sash worn around the waist with kimono, etc.) tied in the shape of various flowers, making Sushi replicas, and exhibitions of moon-viewing festive decorations. Please refer to the attachment for more details.

Floral Obi Exhibition and Yukata Dress-up

We will hold an exhibition of yukata obi arranged in the shape of various types of flowers. This exhibit will feature 6 types of floral obi knots including the canola flower which is common in Chiba, cherry blossom considered to be the national flower of Japan, and sunflower, associated with summer. Customers will also have a chance to have their photos taken wearing a summer yukata.

Sushi Replica Making

We are holding workshops on making food replicas, popular gifts among visitors from abroad. With instructors demonstrations on making tempura replicas, airport users can also experience sushi making for a taste of Japanese food culture. The items you make at the workshop may be taken home as a souvenir.

Moon-viewing Festive Decorations

Moon-viewing festive decorations will be on display at the airport again this year with the cooperation of the Narita City Tourism Association. This is a traditional Japanese autumn harvest season custom in which dumplings and other offerings to the moon are displayed along with Japanese silver grass and flower decorations, as offerings of appreciation.

Japanese Cultural Experience Corners

Once again, airport users will be able to experience Japanese culture and take souvenir photographs in these popular corners of the passenger terminals. September will feature opportunities to try on samurai armor, make Chigiri-e collages of colored paper, create Ukiyo-e prints, dress in yukata (light kimono) and take part in a Japanese tea ceremony. Events are held every day in the departure area after the security check and passport control.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Terminal</th>
<th>Venues</th>
<th>Map Code</th>
<th>Dates and Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Floral Obi Exhibition and Yukata Dress-up | Terminal 2 | Narita Airport Stage, SKYRIUM, 3rd Floor, south end waiting area, in the public area before the departure security check | A        | 4 to 11 September  
Yukata Dress-up 2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.  
※ 11 September ; 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. |
| Sushi Replica Making                      | Terminal 1 | Near Island G, 4th Floor, South Wing, in the public area before the departure security check | B        | 16 September  
12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.                                                            |
|                                           | Terminal 2 | Narita Airport Stage, SKYRIUM, 3rd Floor, south end waiting area, in the public area before the departure security check | A        | 17 to 18 September  
12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.                                                            |
| Moon-viewing Festive Decorations          | Terminal 1 | In front of Glass Tower, 4th floor, North Wing, in the public area before the departure security check | C        | 2 October 2:00 p.m. to 6 October 3:00 p.m.                                        |
|                                           | Terminal 2 | Central area, 3rd Floor in the public area before the departure security check | D        | 2 October 2:00 p.m. to 6 October 3:00 p.m.                                        |
| Japanese Cultural Experience Corner       | Terminal 1 | Event area on the 3rd Floor in the departure area after the security check and passport control in Satellite 5 | E        | ■ Ukiyo-e printing  
1 to 21 September 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  
■ Dress in yukata (light kimono)  
22 to 28 September 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  
■ Ukiyo-e printing  
29 to 30 September 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  
■ Calligraphy, Japanese paper doll and kite making  
25 to 26 September 1:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.  
■ Ukiyo-e printing  
27 to 30 September 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  |
|                                           | Terminal 2 | NARITA SKY LOUNGE WA event area in the departure area after the security check and passport control | F        | ■ Ukiyo-e printing  
1 to 7 September 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  
■ Dress in yukata (light kimono)  
8 to 14 September 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  
■ Ukiyo-e printing  
15 to 24 September 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  
■ Calligraphy, Japanese paper doll and kite making  
25 to 26 September 1:30 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.  
■ Ukiyo-e printing  
27 to 30 September 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.  |
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